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“A man’s got to believe in
something. I believe I’ll have
another drink.”
~W.C. Fields

Houghton, MI
(sung ot the tune
of Margaritaville)

By the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega

Nibbling on pasties,
Watching the lake freeze.
All of those tourists
stuck in the snow
Playing some broomball,
Outside my dorm hall,
Looking outside and it’s 20
below
Wasted away again in
Houghton Michigan
Searching for my lost
pitcher of beer
Some people claim that
there’s a woman to blame
But we know, there ain’t no
women here!
I don’t know the reason
Why I stayed here
this season
Nothing to show but
these fingers of blue
But here are the beauties
They’re the tech cuties
How they got here
we haven’t a clue
Wasted away again in
Houghton Michigan
...see Houghton on side

Logical Logic: Female Sabotage
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

As I do on most days when I get bored,
I resort to reading Wikipedia. Yes, I prefer to learn useless information that may
come in handy someday over playing
video games. Usually when I run out of
being linked from one article to another,
I click through the randomizer to see if
I come across anything interesting. Lo
and behold, I hit a jackpot. Female
Sabotage.

Logical Logic....Continued....

THE FEMALE WANTS THE MALE TO BE
EATEN!!!

in humans, girls should be crawling husband will probably not live for
all over me.
very long. It’s the perfect plot.

The truth comes out. The males are
only good for making babies, and that’s
about it. After they’re done doing the
deed they might as well be dead, which
is why the females are sabotaging the
males’ existence. The females choose
those males with impressive parts because it increases their chance of being
eaten or killed by Predators, many of
which originate in Nashville. This way
there is more food and resources for
the females, since they are the only ones
raising the young, as well as less chance
of being eaten themselves since the
lions and tigers and bears are all full.

People are at the top of the food
chain, so there isn’t really anything
that women can sabotage on us
guys, because most people aren’t
in any danger of being eaten by
Grizzly Bears anymore. So what can
they do? Well, if there is nothing that
can kill us, then they could go for
guys that are more likely to destroy
themselves, like me for instance.

Female Sabotage is theory to explain
why the females of many species, such
as the peacock, choose to mate with
males that have overly excessive useless
anatomy, such as large tail plumage.
Sure, those male peacocks that have
those six foot erections look totally hot
and all, but other than that, there is no
use for it. Or is there? Hmmmmm… So what does this have to do with the
layman like yourself? Probably nothing.
What merely looks like a simple attrac- But I’d like to throw this point out there:
tion to a superior mate is actually a if, as common sense shows us, humans
giant conspiracy between all female are animals, do we follow the general
peacocks, or similar species in the same guidelines of Female Sabotage?
predicament. [Science Content Alert]
The females choose to mate with these Coming from personal experience, I’m
impressively useless males because their going to go out on a limb here and
genes are passed down to create even say that all those ladies out there aren’t
more useless impressive males. What trying to kill us guys. Unfortunate news
is the point of this, you may ask? Let indeed. You see, it dawned on me
me tell you.
that if Female Sabotage were the case
...see Logical Logic on side

I have registering for classes. It just means
that more I am losing more of my money!

Logically, there are two possible
conclusions here. One is that we
are following Female Sabotage;
two is that we’re not; and three is
that women just want us to think
that we’re not. Three conclusions.
I’m not going to tell you that one
is correct, because there may be
more than one. All I’ve done is
laid out the facts. The choice is
yours. I trust you will make the
Dudes who are always on the edge right decision.
and doing dangerous things, yet
are still in control and not just being
suicidal, are exactly what women
would want under Female Sabotage.
Once we eventually die in some
freak accident or go down gloriously
in flames, the woman will have that
much more resources at her disposal, just so long as she invested in
some life insurance, knowing that her

...Houghton from front

Searching for my lost pitcher of beer
Some people claim that t
here’s a woman to blame
Now I think, - it won’t be
any of these women here!
We ran out of twist tops,
Ran out of pop-tops
Ran out of beer, had to
cruise on back home
But there’s booze in the blender
And soon it will render
That frozen concoction that
helps me hang on (Baileys!)
Wasted away again in
Houghton Michigan
Searching for my lost pitcher of beer
Some people claim that
there’s a woman to blame
But we know, that these
aren’t women here
Yeah, and some people claim
that there’s a woman to blame
And I know, that these
aren’t women here!
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